Referee/Coach Checklist:
For Home Club Coach:
- Score Cards (at least 3 sets)
- Pencils
- Calculators (at least 2)
- DD Sheets
- Code of Conduct
- Announcing System (optional)
- Table Workers (2 from each club)
- Experienced Announcer
- Make copy of master sheet (for swim coach, records, and seed meeting)
For the Referee:
- Arrive Early
- Check both teams sheets (DD, errors, requirements, etc)
- Order the divers
o Alternate club affiliations
o Visiting team chooses
o Unofficial divers first in each age-group (maximum 3 per age-group)
- Ensure the code of conduct is read prior to the start of the diving event
- Sign master score sheet-do not leave until final score is set
- Be sure all divers (official and unofficial) are on master sheet
- See judging/referee notes below

Diving Referee Notes
I. Age Groups
a. Allowed 3 entries per event (ie: three 10/u girls & three 10/u boys)
i. Only two divers are eligible to score per event/per club (maximum 8 pts.)
b. Unofficial entries are limited to two per event; not to exceed 8 for the meet (unless agreed upon
otherwise)
II. Voluntaries
a. 101, 201, 301, 401  ie: 103 cannot be used as a voluntary
b. In dual meets, required dives always precede optionals
c. Twisting vols:
 5111
 5121
 5122
 5132
 5221
 5231
 5223
 5321
 There is a cap for twisting required dives:
• 1M--1.8
• 3M--2.0
 5211 (back dive ½ twist) cannot be used as a required dive
III. Point Deductions:
a. Balk
b. Less than 3 steps in hurdle(NO penalty for standing take-off)
c. Hurdle with 2 feet
d. Arms incorrect at entrye. Dive performed in wrong positionf. Twist more or less than ¼ (90°)
announced
e. Incorrect use of tuck in free
position dive

2 points per judge (taken at table)
2 points off total sum of judges scores (at table)
2 points off total sum of judges scores (at table)
1-3 points per judge (use discretion)
Award no more than a 2
Fail dive
Award no more than a 4 ½
Exceptions: 5152, 5154, 5221, 5231, 5321, 5331

IV. Pass/Fail Dives
a. Divers can pass one dive ONLY if they are diving in their own age-group
b. If diver is entered in a higher age-group- they CANNOT pass a dive
c. Two failed dives or one passed dive & one failed dive= disqualification
V. Championships:
a. Diver must compete in two meets officially or unofficially to be eligible for counties
b. All entries are due by July 20, 2012 @ 5:00pm
c. You are allowed one alternate for each event
d. You must submit volunteer table workers if you have divers in that event

